
TUTHILL CENTIPEDE CIDER APPLE HARVESTER
 Fast - it will pick over 100 tonnes of fruit per day
 Straight forward - two cleaner belts and a fan give you
   factory-ready fruit
 Compact - your trailer is towed from your tractor’s
   automatic hitch

The new Tuthill Centipede Harvester can be used with a Tuthill Centipede Side 
Sweep and Tuthill Front Brushes to provide a one pass harvesting system that 
can cover over one and a half acres per hour. No need for extra passes down 
your orchard row and no need to blow fruit. The Tuthill Centipede range of 
products are compact, efficient and economical to buy and operate.

A complete one-pass harvesting system

Filling a four tonne trailer with cleaned fruit



THE COMPLETE TUTHILL CENTIPEDE HARVESTING SYSTEM

Tuthill 
Centipede 
Harvester 
- picks fruit 
in rows up 

to six metres 
wide.

It cleans the 
fruit and 
delivers it 

into trailers 
up to two 

metres high.

The delivery 
elevator can 
be lowered 
for transport

Tuthill 
Centipede 

Front 
Brushes 
- clear fruit 
from the 
tractor’s 
path.

They are 
compact 

and 
efficient.

They fold 
hydraulically 

for easy 
turning

on 
headlands.

Tuthill Centipede Side Sweep clears fruit from between the trees.     They work equally well on herbicide strips 
or grass. They can be positioned to work in row widths from four metres to six metres. No need to blow fruit.

Above: The  Tuthill Centipede Harvester and Tuthill Side Sweep work well 
together to pick the heaviest crops cleanly and gently.
Above Left: The Tuthill Centipede Harvester fits between the tractor and the 
trailer. It is so compact that the trailer is towed from the tractor’s own automatic 
hitch system. This means excellent traction and good weight distribution.
Left: A four tonne load of clean apples.

For further information and a DVD contact:
George Tuthill, TUTHILL TEMPERLEY

Wardington House, Banbury, Oxon OX17 1SD
Tel: 01295 750513  Fax: 01295 750036

E-mail: george.tuthill@tuthilltemperley.co.uk
Web: www.tuthilltemperley.co.uk

40 years of experience at your service

Technical Specifications:  Centipede Harvesting System
Centipede Harvester capacity: 15 tonnes per hour
Row width: From 5.5 metres to 6 metres - other widths available
Height by tree trunk: 500mm
Power system: Independent hydraulic system driven from the tractor PTO.
Cleaning systems: Twin Tuthill Temperley hedgehog belts, and 710mm 
dia. fan system
Trailer height: 2 metres. Fruit diverter for efficient filling of 4 tonne trailers.

Centipede Side Sweep cleared width: 0.6 metres
Centipede Front Brush cleared width: 2.6 metres
subject to international patent and copyright protection
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